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IMPORTANT: Longer side of foot towards user

Adjustable Crossbar
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10.  Attach Igus cable chain with included screws
to each surface using pilot holes close to gap.
Run front surface network cables and control
switch cable through cable chain making sure
there is enough slack to allow full surface
adjustment. Push cables into chain. 

11

12

12
Attach CableCab (optional)

to rear surface using supplied screws
and pilot holes with access panel towards user.

Pre-drilled pilot holes ON TOP
of surface for Waldmann
LED strip Backlite (optional)

Control box (5)

Network cables (8)
use supplied wire clips

Control switch (6)
for both surfaces

Igus
cable 
chain

Desk frame
2# 3# 4#
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DPF1C - Desk Panel

Operation of the DPF4T “multiple references”

Function:
Compared to a standard DPF1C the fi rst memory button on the DPF4T is replaced by a toggle button, i.e. 
that the panel has 2 memory buttons instead of 3 (memory 1 and memory 2).Besides the toggle button the 
DPF4T works like the DPF1C. 

Up and down (
   

V): 
You just either have to activate the up or down button for parallel drive and the system will drive until 
releasing the button again or when the system reaches end position.

Memory:
The four small buttons are used for toggle function, memory drive and storing memory.

Store memory
• Press S – button, the display will fl ash for 2 seconds
• Within these two seconds press one of the small buttons with dots and the position will be stored at this
 button 1A. 
• The panel will acknowledge by showing “1”or “2” in the display depending on the chosen position 

Memory drive (small buttons with dots) 
Press one of the memory buttons and the system will start driving to the pre-programmed memory position. 
Keep the button pressed until the position is reached.

Display function
Shows the actual height in either cm or inch.

   = Parallel up

 V = Parallel down

 S  = Store memory 

     = Toggle button

••  = Memory 1

••  = Memory 2 
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